Wherever you drive, Katzkin has the materials to get you there.

Katzkin Premium leather is available in 18 color options. It is hand-cut and hand-stitched to fit your specific model. In most cases, exact specifications of both vehicle and leather are confirmed before assembly starts. Katzkin has been crafting leather interiors since 1982, crafting the best of the best.

Katzkin is known for its top-quality, top-grain leather and attention to detail. It melds the timeless look and feel of leather with the sophistication and comfort of modern automotive technology. It removes the coldness of modern interior materials.

Katzkin renews the interior of your ride—inside and out. Our expert team of leather artisans is dedicated to ensuring that every Katzkin seat is of the highest standards of automotive durability. Our craftsmen use only the finest materials and hand-stitch each Katzkin seat to perfection.

Visitors to our Southern California Showroom can experience Katzkin leather in multiple Katzkin configurations. The showroom includes a large display of Katzkin seats available for purchase. The showroom also features a full-scale reconditioning of a vehicle's interior. Visitors can see how Katzkin transforms a vehicle and how Katzkin can add value to your vehicle.

To see how a custom Katzkin interior can completely transform your drive, visit katzkin.com.
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